
 

Fast forward our past into the future 
 

TUNE-UP for the WORLD A.C. [After Covid19] 

 

Globally locked in, with countless countries falling sick one after another even 

the optimistic heroes of USA who in late January 2020 proclaimed the ‘Covid 

19’as a manageable avatar of Influenza are clueless. Now the whole world is 

staring at the inevitable-Covid 19 endemic- after the Novel virus gets tired of the 

Pandemic dance. It is certain that people need to necessarily brace themselves up 

and align their way of life for the new world order - WORLD A.C. [After Covid 

19]. This is not a pessimistic thought but laterally optimistic thinking. 

 

Numerous theories like planetary alignments, viral mutations, tampering zoonotic 

habitats and probable tinkering are attributed for these destructions beyond the 

wildest dream of anyone. Despite that, can we hypothesise that the unimaginable 

Global pain is because of Mother nature hitting the RESET button suddenly. But 

if so in a laterally optimistic way, can we ask ourselves whether there are gains 

after this pain.  

 

When human beings shut themselves behind the brick and mortar, the entire 

ecosystem rejoiced, rivers became clean, emissions came down, animals roamed 

free, atmosphere cleaned up and the positive green-house effect, not realised by 

numerous Global enclaves became palpable. None of us imagined the ‘How dare 

you’ voice of the young girl to reach Mother Nature so fast.  

 

Unfortunately, the ones who perished and their dear ones will not even realise the 

environmental change around them. The living Dear ones may or may not come 

out of the dooms day gloom which hit them from nowhere. The sudden positive 

correction of the environment lends support to the arguments of Green earth 

lobbyists which till date faced dead ears and blind eyes of many policy makers. 

It is also a painful reality that the cleaner ecosystem brought on by a forcible 

RESET may not remain the same. When the locks are out, the mad race of the 

world order will restart and kill the gains of the RESET endeavour of Mother 

nature.  

 

If we are shrewd enough to take the cues, we would realise that this RESET is   

Mother nature’s last wake-up call to RESET and REFORMAT. Even before 

this is attempted, we can hear voices of dissent about the logistical difficulties in 

the reformative process. But re-formatting is not going to be difficult as the global 

shakeup continues to forcibly convey the clear message that our Life is finite and 

our science is NOT ULTIMATE. We need to understand and propagate this 

strong message to halt OUR insatiable exploitation of nature. If we reform 

ourselves, we can expect a graceful exit from our rental domain of earth. If we 

do not comply, generations would suffer the pain of our misdeeds or WORSE 

STILL Nature would wipe out homo sapiens to save the earth.  



 

Fast forward our past into the future 
 

 

We are possibly standing on a turning point in history where we need to 

differentiate the need from the greed and use from abuse of technology to choose 

between sustenance or consumption. It may not be a difficult choice to make 

because the end of this Pandemic Dance people would have already arrived at the 

decision of sustaining LIFE. We should only make them understand what is   

LIFE?  To understand that effectively we should take several steps backward 

into our past. The combinatorial power of five elements namely, the water, earth, 

air, fire and space and the resultant bio-energetic forces constitute LIFE. Our 

forefathers realised this supreme principle of LIFE and with intuitive knowledge 

lived an aligned LIFE. They never challenged or tried to master over them. With 

the advent of technology and science, knowingly or unknowingly we enjoyed and 

manipulated this unconditional blessing with our intelligence. The 

RESET/REFORMAT and exposure of the DORMANT pristine environmental 

ecosystem is not a religious or philosophical message. It is a message to make us 

understand that the science of five elements and bioenergetic forces they control 

is a Science beyond our science.  

 

The denominator of change should be to choose between Economy and Life. Both 

parameters can be amalgamated into a SINGLE ENTITY, if Globally the 

individual countries resolve to rewrite the measurement of their wealth by GNH 

[Gross National Health] rather than GDP [ Gross Domestic Product]  

 

To achieve this goal, we need to work together as a  Global team with a doctrine 

of COMMANDMENTS to protect the five elements of nature and obtain a 

balanced bio-energetic force of LIFE. This is the only safe path to march forward 

into the future without the threat of pandemic shake-ups to correct our misdeeds. 

 

The authors set the ball rolling with a PRIMARY commandment that, Human 

beings should refrain from eating food obtained from ‘Dynamic living beings’ 

[Living creatures which walk – run - crawl - swim and fly] but eat from sources 

which are static [plants]. This is considered by the authors as ‘PRIMARY’ 

because it will pave the way for purification and rejuvenation of all the five 

elements. 
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more will follow ……….. 


